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This is a memory exercise of some 14 years. It is my story and I hope to cover as
much as possible of events that shows a community Visitor is much more than a paid
employee could and would do in the situation of visiting homes of disabled people
where they live together as a group cared for by trained carers.
My Name is Bernie Graham and I am a Community Visitor approved by The
responsible persons at the OPA Office .Then my name has been placed before the
State Governor who is the final approval. Because of this system my reporting on my
visits is for 2 reasons totally within the protocol and rules deemed to be necessary and
because no wage salary is involved the possibility of totally fearless reports of a visit
to a home is occurring. Much sensible training has been supplied by the OPA
Office. I will endeavour to show much of what I as a Community Visitor Volunteer
visitor have been able to do over much of the last 14 years. The only tools that a
visitor has is his powers of observation and the questions I place in our reports Keep
in mind as you read this I have a one eyed view of this Community Visitor voluntary
project that I do. I have a very strong desire to make sure each and everyone of the
residents in the homes are being kept safe ,given top care, not used or abused
entertained and live in as near an atmosphere as any person who has control of their
lives
The normal expected such as a person under paid employment items are examined
such as safety of floor coverings and cleanliness .and safety of toilet seat mountings.
The yard is tidy the fences are safe. The home fits in to the area The general safety of
the home as a building. Is part of our objectives with a big Plus a
Additional
Would these people check that those box like electrical terminal boxes on the wall
that protrude into the space taken when a resident swipes them with his battery driven
chair. Would they put them on report I did I foresaw the possibility that a resident
could smash one and expose themselves to a shock risk .in fact one in the kitchen
area was already broken though wiring had been put out of the way into the wall.
Now all power points have been placed above mobile chair height .I enjoy the couple
of residents who barrack for a AFL team I cheer my team on and many smiles take
place A question of residents are being fed enough and do you like the food
.Conversations with carers often point out necessary repairs that for the safety and
comfort of residents need to be done .
I examine the safety of a lifting sling and check are staff trained to use the lifting
hoist. I ask the question are there any incident reports .I read those of recent times
being those that occurred after the last visit
An example of what can be in one of these reports. A resident because of her
behaviour has been left to have her lunch by herself . She does not like this and
throws food around the table and floor a camera is produced and this mess is recorded
by staff under the reason given it is for training purposes. I sensed an abuse of this
residents rights and after a good chat with staff they themselves did not approve what

was taking place.
When Webster med packs being those filled by a chemist first came on the scene they
were considered much better than previous pill dispensers .I remember there were
quite a few identification incidents i.e. wrong pill for a resident. The biggest worry
was Casual and Agency staff being used. I sat down at every house I visited and
convinced staff to clip passport sized coloured pica to a residents Webster packs .I
have not seen for some years now an incident report of mistaken identification. There
are still mistakes taking place and I address them in this manner A question is asked
that due to this or that in an incident report what are management putting in place to
see that it does not happen again.This often results in management of the carers
taking extra training on board re the handling of medications in all its aspects
I have been involved in many problem solving problems regarding resident welfare.
For example a resident couple in a home had expressed the desire to get married.
This marriage was deemed possible and did take place. For whatever reason the
powers in charge established an area in a passage way and provided some screening
from others in the home The bed was two single beds placed together. The lady
partner was extremely upset .She was so totally frightened that she would fall
between the joining of the two beds that she could not cuddle up to her husband.
After myself and another visitor reported on this cruel arrangement all the proper
needs of this couple were met.
Two ladies at one of our yearly conferences approached me asking was I Bernie
Graham I said I was. The Lady visitors said they were from Ballarat and a home
management group was addressing them and others in disability If I remember right
the person from the managing group was showing off that they through my help have
a home in Melbourne that no one wanted to work at and now since I have been
visiting it has improved so much. No longer are the toilets left without cleaning
straight after usage. There is no Body products smeared on the bath room walls or
ceiling. The toilet is now separate from the bathroom. The urine soaked carpets are
gone sensible hard but still pleasant floor coverings of a easy clean nature are in
place. The Company responsible to have this home have produced a DVD titled
before no wanted to work here now everyone wants to work here I have seen the
DVD and tried to get a copy but not able to gain one .At the same time as all that
needed to be improved the usual checks on meds. Identification in the Evac Pack is
in order the first aid in the Evac Pack and home in order. The kitchen drawers are
lockable.
In my visiting I have given a great deal of thought to the content of these Evacuation
Packs The Evacuation pack goes out the door when an evacuation takes place Mock
Evacuations are to take place at set times during anyone year. Each and everyone of
the residents has sufficient details and nowadays good coloured identification pics on
the personal information of a resident that responsible persons know immediately of
each resident and the care of such resident .I worked hard through our reporting
method to get many sensible changes made including removal of the AS laminated

sheets that informed anyone that Medical information including a residents list of
medications is available in a folder in the office .Of course it is it is not possible to
obtain it because the home is burning or not able to be entered .Now all evac packs
have all necessary information included .. The private run homes remove details of a
resident when they are not sleeping a period in the home so there is no confusion
about trying to find the missing resident .I did this
I claim that I after visiting some respite homes realised that because of the fact that
some residents because of time lines do not have training in evacuation procedures
simply because they are not there at the times in which mock evacs are taking place.
These residents who miss out are recorded and provision is taken to address that issue
now.
Also in the kitchen there is a book with food personal do or dont's diet or allergy care
for certain of these only as rostered residents. Good clear coloured picl are now
beside their details .
We befriend the residents where possible this results in being able to enter their
rooms with their permission and usually their presence .lve seen bins with uneaten
sandwiches days old in the bin fly blown carers are refused entry by the resident
friendship resulted in clean up time .lve questioned the use of heavy items to do a
process of a hobby occupation and find that the person no longer uses the heavy
items. I have questioned the long term affects of some calming down medication with
positive results.
Resident over a long time has an interest in a sport of interaction with an animal.
Recently said resident wanted so bad in his older age to partake of a day indulging his
interest. Due to information gained by visitors this seemed impossible but through
our usual questioning It was found to be possible and a great day was had by the
resident.
While the questioning is being formulated in my mind many folders and information
sheets are being read Personal Centred plans are checked are they there are they
relevant to the persons at present age ability etc .Key Worker reports tell me much of
daily operations Are up to date Asset registers in place are food menus of resident
choices. Is special care that addresses undesired behaviours in place and is being used
when necessary I can ask the question what is being put in place to help a resident
who carries out an assault on others as well as how the assaulted are being handled.
Some residents prepare their own lunches is all kitchen equipment in a safe condition.
I am sure I am not the only Community Visitor who is doing much towards changes
deemed necessary and to lose all this skilled caring devoted free service would be an
extreme disservice to the most vulnerable people in or country.
I am yours sincerely Bernard Graham OAM

